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Foreword

Communities and Emerging Semantics in
Semantic Link Network: Discovery and Learning
Hai Zhuge, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—The World Wide Web provides plentiful contents for Web-based learning, but its hyperlink-based architecture connects
Web resources for browsing freely rather than for effective learning. To support effective learning, an e-learning system should be able
to discover and make use of the semantic communities and the emerging semantic relations in a dynamic complex network of learning
resources. Previous graph-based community discovery approaches are limited in ability to discover semantic communities. This paper
first suggests the Semantic Link Network (SLN), a loosely coupled semantic data model that can semantically link resources and
derive out implicit semantic links according to a set of relational reasoning rules. By studying the intrinsic relationship between
semantic communities and the semantic space of SLN, approaches to discovering reasoning-constraint, rule-constraint, and
classification-constraint semantic communities are proposed. Further, the approaches, principles, and strategies for discovering
emerging semantics in dynamic SLNs are studied. The basic laws of the semantic link network motion are revealed for the first time. An
e-learning environment incorporating the proposed approaches, principles, and strategies to support effective discovery and learning is
suggested.
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Ç
1 INTRODUCTION

T

HE World Wide Web provides not only a worldwide
information sharing platform but also plentiful contents for Web-based learning. However, the Web’s
hyperlink architecture interconnects Web resources for
browsing freely rather than for learning effectively. Therefore, how to effectively organize learning resources of
various types to support e-learning in a semantic context
becomes a challenge.
The following three issues are critical for a Web-based elearning system to organize resources for effective learning:

and audios. For example, learning resources can be linked
to their classes by the instanceOf link, and a class can be
linked to its superclass by the subtype link. The SLN has the
following features:
1. It reflects various semantic relations between classes,
between relations, and between entity resources.
2. It is a semantics-rich self-organized network. Any
resource can be semantically linked to any other
resources. There is no strict structure like relational
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Automa$c Text Summariza$on
• Problem
– Input a representa<on and output a
short representa<on

• General solu<on
– Selec<on
• Scan and select the important language
components (e.g., sentences) from source text
according to some measures.

– Ordering
• Determine the order of the selected components.

– Composi<on
• Compose the selected components to get a new
text, where components should be organized for
understanding easily.

Foreword

It is a pleasure to write a foreword to Hai Zhuge’s new book and to welcome him
to the UK as a colleague, as he takes up his chair at Aston University. Within the
wider Semantic Web research project, I think Hai Zhuge is trying to do something
bold and important: first, by asking how can big data, and all that that movement
now entails, be made to yield up representations that give us some understanding of
the content implicit in the data, but is not essentially textual. This is his Resource
Space Model, a multi-dimensional category space that uniformly represents human
understanding and the patterns in real and abstract objects. Secondly, he is asking
how can we have a common representation for the content of different modalities:
not just speech and text but images and 3D objects, the long-awaited Internet of
Things. He then takes summarization as a reasonably well-understood task environment where the notion of summarization beyond the textual, the standard case so
far, can be explored and ultimately tested. I think he is asking serious and fundamental questions in this work and proposing bold research solutions. This is an
important issue in the history of idea development of the semantic web where many
have transitioned seamlessly from the term “semantic web” to the “data web,” without always thinking of what that entails. For example, the whole motivation of the
semantic web was to have a web of understandable meanings or interpretations that
the WWW of texts did not have; it was humans reading the texts who supplied
the interpretations. The shift to a “data web” downplays that notion of comprehensible or cognitive content and it is that, that Hai Zhuge wants to put back. I salute the
ambitious nature of his research goals that this book sets out.
Yorick Wilks
IHMC, Pensacola and Ocala, FL, United States
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, United Kingdom
23/05/2016

Applica$on in Search Engine

Extract Objects

Text + Chart + Map + List

Consider Cita$on
Common Theme
“Information retrieval.
Features such as the
frequency of word and
phrase, location, and
rank of sentence were
used to extract
important sentences
[Baxendale, 1958]
[Edmundson, 1969]” is
about the common fact
indicated by
“information retrieval”,
“frequency of word
and phrase”,
“location”, “rank
sentence”, and
“extract important
sentences”.

Purpose:
Summarize
papers

Extend Applica$on

Use Summary to Interpret

Problems of Current Methods
Too speciﬁc to apply to various forms of text

•
–
–
–
–

Words, phrases, and sentences ⎯ indicators rather than seman<cs
Interpretability is weak (no theory so far)
Knowledge needed for a good summariza<on is beyond text
Why can human use words beyond text?

Neglect human behavior

•
–
–

Writers and readers experience with representa<on and
summariza<on in life<me.
Machines do not have the ability of experiencing

Closed system

•
–
–

The process of summariza<on is closed
In cyberspace, reviews and comments are open, easily available,
and valuable for improving summariza<on

Consider the Work System
Self-Observa$on 1
• Minds emerge image-like representa<ons
when reading various texts
– People talk and write according to the images

• Can we realize a general summariza/on
method through modeling human informa/on
processing mechanism?

Self-Observa$on 2
• We can use own words when making
summariza<on
• Human make summariza<on with the
knowledge for understanding and the
knowledge of using language
• Can we explore the summariza/on problem
from some basic structures and behaviors
involved in language use and understanding?

Self-Observa$on 3
• Human can make crea<ve summariza<on with
knowledge and reasoning
• Experience enables human to gain ability to
observe and think through dimensions
– People become more insighTul when they can
observe and think through more dimensions with
deeper structure

Self-Observa$on 4
• Human live in a Cyber-Physical-Social Space,
evolving with sciences and technologies
• Can summariza<on be explored in a CyberPhysical-Social Space to realize the
Summariza<on of Things?

Iden$fy Boundary
• Develop a compu<ng process that can
generate a piece of text from the original text
according to predeﬁned rules and constraints
• Develop an intelligent summariza<on system
that aims at human-level summariza<on
• Philosophy of knowledge, intelligence,
dimension, and cyber-physical society about
summariza<on

General Solu$on: Think Lens
Cognitive level

Requirement
Summarization

Computing methods
H. Zhuge / Artificial Intelligence 174 (2010) 190–204

201

Language View

Complex System View
Other Views

Psychology View
Fig. 8. Zooming with diverse semantic link networks (SLNs) and multi-dimensional classification space through time.

Semantic Images

Hybrid
•

semantic lens to sense and make use of sounds based on the mappings between sound, event, scene and object. Nodes in
SLNs will be mapped into the points of the classification space. The SLN of points is a large granularity SLN where any point
can include object and relevant sounds, symbols, events and scenes. The SLN of rules reflects the relations among rules like
the reasoning relation between rules. Reasoning can carry out cross different types of SLNs.
Various metadata, information retrieval techniques, statistical techniques, classification techniques, reasoning techniques
(relational, inductive and analogical reasoning), text analysis and social network analysis can suggest semantic links but are
not suﬃcient to create rich semantic images, which evolve with constant interaction. Integrating these techniques, studying
interaction behaviors, and tracing interactions and recording the content of interaction and the co-occurrence scenes, sounds,
objects, individuals and events can obtain more indication when waving semantic images.
Various semantic link networks are coordinated based on ISB and the relation between the observer’s interest and
the following factors established during interaction: (1) the formation order of semantic links; (2) semantic communities; (3) reasoning on semantic links; (4) co-occurrence relation among nodes, semantic links and experiences; (5) analogy
between SLNs; (6) time of nodes’ presence; (7) workflows among nodes; and, (8) direct and indirect relation between individuals and between objects. Showing one type of SLN, relevant SLNs will emerge according to coordination rules and
relations (may be implicit) regardless of their types. Nodes and semantic links of SLN can have corresponding points in the
classification space. The lens can show semantic image from different dimensions and abstraction levels. The time dimension records the time of interaction, event occurrence, and adding a semantic link to the semantic link network so that the
semantic lens can show semantic image through time.
Current e-presence techniques can capture the videos, photos, audios, texts and their synchronization relations of human
presence and replay them according to the synchronization relations. The key issue is how to automatically link diverse
types of resources and coordinate semantic link networks according to diverse individuals’ interests that may change from
time to time. It is diﬃcult if we only know objects. Interactive semantics provides explanation, indication, social relation,
abstraction mechanism, and interaction mechanism to solve this issue.
Zooming may be navigated between different types of SLNs or between points in a classification space by changing the
focus according to interest. For example, the navigation route can start from the SLN of scenes to its communities, to the
classification space (may change abstraction levels), and then go to the SLN of sound. The navigation route can also start
from a point in the classification space to an SLN, and then go back to the classification space (may be another point).

Texts

Images

Videos

Various Forms: Abstracts, CVs, Webpages, Posters, Slides

Zoom from Complex System’s
View
Emerging Structure

Emerging Structure
Emerging Rules

Reciprocal Rela$ons

Ranking Sentences with the
Reciprocal Rela$ons
1.
2.

Sentences from abstract
"The basic viewpoints include:
(1) a representation suitable for summarization
should have a core, indicated by its intention and
extension;
(2) summarization is an open process of various
interactions, involved in various explicit and implicit
citations;
(3) and,the form of summary is diverse and
summarization carries out through multiple
dimensions."

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Sentences selected from main text

13.

The GS+SubPara Model:5/13
e) Construct a semantic link network of pictures, tags and
language representations in relevant texts as the summary.
A summarization system consisting of a multi-dimensional
classiDication space of summary in form of semantic link network
of pictures and language representations and a requirement
space deDined and managed by users. 1
The form of summary can be a semantic link network of texts,
pictures, audios, and videos.
One semantic link network of texts can link to the other semantic
link networks of texts to form a larger semantic link network
through such relations as citation and coauthor. 0.5
The union of the semantic link network and the classiDication
space forms a complex classiDication space used to represent and
organize semantic images.
summary should use the core representations in the original
representation. 1
The intention of representation is indicated by core
representations and by citation from other representations. 0.5
The representation that has a direct link to the core
representation is close-core representation. 1
A solution is to establish the semantic links between pictures,
discover the communities of the semantic link network of
pictures, select one picture to represent one community, and
construct a network of the representative pictures.
A semantic link network of important concepts and relations can
help readers quickly know the main cues and measures in
representations.
The core representation renders the core idea of a representation.
1
Figure 8 depicts the idea of constructing a semantic link network
of pictures and tags as a summary.
The semantic link network can be regarded as the map of the
cyberspace and social space.

Emerging Structure through
Dimensions
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Semantic linking through spaces for cyber-physical-socio intelligence:
A methodology ✩
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Humans consciously and subconsciously establish various links, emerge semantic images
and reason in mind, learn linking effect and rules, select linked individuals to interact,
and form closed loops through links while co-experiencing in multiple spaces in lifetime.
Machines are limited in these abilities although various graph-based models have been
used to link resources in the cyber space. The following are fundamental limitations
of machine intelligence: (1) machines know few links and rules in the physical space,
physiological space, psychological space, socio space and mental space, so it is not
realistic to expect machines to discover laws and solve problems in these spaces; and,
(2) machines can only process pre-designed algorithms and data structures in the cyber
space. They are limited in ability to go beyond the cyber space, to learn linking rules,
to know the effect of linking, and to explain computing results according to physical,
physiological, psychological and socio laws. Linking various spaces will create a complex
space — the Cyber-Physical-Physiological-Psychological-Socio-Mental Environment CP3 SME.
Diverse spaces will emerge, evolve, compete and cooperate with each other to extend
machine intelligence and human intelligence. From multi-disciplinary perspective, this
paper reviews previous ideas on various links, introduces the concept of cyber-physical
society, proposes the ideal of the CP3 SME including its definition, characteristics, and multidisciplinary revolution, and explores the methodology of linking through spaces for cyberphysical-socio intelligence. The methodology includes new models, principles, mechanisms,
scientific issues, and philosophical explanation. The CP3 SME aims at an ideal environment
for humans to live and work. Exploration will go beyond previous ideals on intelligence
and computing.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The invention of telegraphy and telephone realizes real-time interaction cross regions for the first time in human history.
In 1935, Turing conceived the modern computer (the universal Turing machine) for the first time. He described computer
intelligence as a machine that can learn from experience and can alter its own instructions in 1947 and then proposed
Turing test [68,69]. Since then, scientists have been pursuing artificial intelligence.

✩
This paper is based on the author’s keynote at IEEE AINA 2010, Perth, Australia, the keynote at IFIP World Computer Congress’ AI2010, Brisbane,
Australia, and the presentation at SKG2010, China.
Address for correspondence: Cyber-Physical-Socio Knowledge Grid Research Group, Key Lab of Intelligent Information Processing, Institute of Computing
Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 100190, Beijing, China.
E-mail addresses: zhuge@ict.ac.cn, haizhuge@gmail.com.
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Cogni$ve level of Summariza$on

Psychological View
• Goal assump<on
– A reader is to reach a goal through
reading

• Coherence assump<on
– Integrity constraint

• Interpreta<on assump<on
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– Readers try to interpret
• Cause, eﬀect, behaviors and states

– Reading is mainly driven by
genera<ng and answering ques<ons
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society, proposes the ideal of the CP3 SME including its definition, characteristics, and multidisciplinary revolution, and explores the methodology of linking through spaces for cyberphysical-socio intelligence. The methodology includes new models, principles, mechanisms,
scientific issues, and philosophical explanation. The CP3 SME aims at an ideal environment
for humans to live and work. Exploration will go beyond previous ideals on intelligence
and computing.
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PaZerns Make Representa$on
Decomposable
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The PaZern of Abstract

PaZern and Understanding
• Recognizing various pa#erns is a part of
human intelligence
• Pa#erns help representa<on & understanding
Pattern

Proposi$on
The long-term behaviors more rely on
complex pa#erns while the short-term
behaviors more rely on the basic pa#erns.

Generaliza$on: Dimensions
• Fundamental problem of informa<on service:
– the modeling and maintenance of a mul<dimensional interest space for various users
– a mul<-dimensional category space for various
resources
– the mapping from the interest space into the
resource space.

SUMMARIZATION IN
CYBER-PHYSICAL SOCIETY

Dimensions of Summariza$on
HAI ZHUGE

This insightful resource presents a methodology for general summarization in cyberphysical-social space through a multi-dimensional lens of semantic computing.
It transforms the paradigm of summarization research and deepens people’s
understanding on semantics, dimension, knowledge, and computing.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
REVIEWS AND TRENDS

Expert
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
SUMMARIZATION IN
CYBER-PHYSICAL
SOCIETY
HAI ZHUGE

Text
hasresearch
beenproject,
studied
for
half to
century,
butbold
traditional
methods
Within summarization
the wider Seman<c Web
I think
Haiover
Zhuge a
is trying
do something
and important:
ﬁrst, by
process
empirically
and
and principles
of
asking how texts
can big data
— and all that
thatneglect
movementthe
now fundamental
entails — be madecharacteristics
to yield up representa<ons
that that give us
some
understanding
of
the
content
implicit
in
the
data,
but
is
not
essen<ally
textual.
This
is
his
Resource
Space
Model,
a
language use and understanding. Automatic summarization is a desirable technique for
mul<-dimensional
uniformlysummarizes
represents humanprevious
understanding
the pa#erns in real
and abstract
processing
bigcategory
data. space
This that
reference
textand
summarization
approaches
objects.
Secondly,
he
is
asking
how
can
we
have
a
common
representa<on
for
the
content
of
diﬀerent
modali<es:
not just
in a multi-dimensional category space, introduces a multi-dimensional methodology
for
speech
and
text
but
images
and
3D
objects,
the
long-awaited
Internet
of
Things.
He
then
takes
summariza<on
as
a
research and development, unveils the basic characteristics and principles of language
reasonably well-understood task environment where the no<on of summariza<on beyond the textual — the standard case
use and understanding, investigates some fundamental mechanisms of summarization,
so far — can be explored and ul<mately tested. I think he is asking serious and fundamental ques<ons in this work and
studies
dimensions
on representations,
and
proposes
a development
multi-dimensional
evaluation
proposing bold
research solu<ons.
This is an important issue
in the
history of idea
of the seman<c
web where
HAI
ZHUGE
mechanism.
Investigation
extends
incorporating
summary
andwhat
to that
the
many have
transi<oned
seamlessly from
the termto
“seman<c
web” to the pictures
“data web”,into
without
always thinking
summarization
of
videos,
graphs,
and
pictures,
and
converges
to
a
general
summarization
entails.
For example,
the whole presents
mo<va<on ofa the
seman<c web was
have a web
of understandableinmeanings
This
insightful
resource
methodology
for to
general
summarization
cyber-or
method.
Furthermore,
some
basic
behaviors
of
summarization
are
studied
in
the
interpreta<ons
that
the
WWW
of
texts
did
not
have;
it
was
humans
reading
the
texts
who
supplied
the
interpreta<ons.
The
physical-social space through a multi-dimensional lens of semantic computing. complex
shic
to
a
“data
web”
downplays
that
no<on
of
comprehensible
or
cogni<ve
content
and
it
is
that
that
Hai
Zhuge
wants
to
put
cyber-physical-social
space.
a creative
summarization
mechanism
is proposed
It
transforms the paradigm
ofFinally,
summarization
research
and deepens
people’s
back.an
I salute
the ambi<ous
nature
of his research
goals thatknowledge,
this book of
setsthings,
out.
-- Foreword
Yorick
understanding
on semantics,
dimension,
and
computing.
as
effort
toward
the creative
summarization
whichby is
an Wilks.
open process of
interactions
among physical
objects,
people,
and century,
systems but
in cyber-physical-social
Text
summarization
has been
studieddata,
for over
a half
traditional methods
process
texts empirically
and neglect
the
characteristics
and principles
of
space through
a multi-dimensional
lens
of fundamental
semantic computing.
The author’s
insights can
language
use
and
understanding.
Automatic
summarization
is
a
desirable
technique
for
inspire research and development of many computing areas.

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
SUMMARIZATION IN
CYBER-PHYSICAL SOCIETY

processing big data. This reference summarizes previous text summarization approaches
in
a multi-dimensional
category space, introduces a multi-dimensional methodology for
Key
Features
research and development, unveils the basic characteristics and principles of language
· and
The first
book that proposes
the method
for the summarization
of things
in cyberuse
understanding,
investigates
some fundamental
mechanisms
of summarization,
studies
dimensions
on representations,
and proposes
multi-dimensional
physical
society through
a multi-dimensional
lens of a
semantic
computing. evaluation
mechanism. Investigation extends to incorporating pictures into summary and to the
summarization
of videos,
graphs,
and pictures,
and convergesresearch
to a general
summarization
· A transformation
from
the traditional
application-driven
paradigm
into
method.
Furthermore,
some
basic
behaviors
of
summarization
are
studied
in the complex
a data-driven research paradigm for creative summarization through information
cyber-physical-social space. Finally, a creative summarization mechanism is proposed
modeling, cognitive modeling, and knowledge modeling.
as an effort toward the creative summarization of things, which is an open process of
interactions among physical objects, data, people, and systems in cyber-physical-social
· A multi-dimensional methodology for studying, managing, creating, and applying
space through a multi-dimensional lens of semantic computing. The author’s insights can
methods.
inspire
research and development of many computing areas.

Dimensions on Methods
Method

Natural Language Analysis
Machine learning

Naïve-Bayes
Decision Tree

Information Retrieval

Hidden Markov
Neural network

Information Fusion
Others

Input

Multi-text

Single text

Extractive

Human
News

Synthesized
Papers

Automatic

Output
Evaluation

Category

Mul$-Dimensional Methodology

How to discover dimensions?
Problem Definition. Given a set of resources R and a category
hierarchy CH, find a set of criteria to extract a set of feature
representations W from R, and then find a category tree CT within CH
according to W such that R can be classified by CT.

•

If pa#ern of CH is stable
– Use it to evaluate the
pa#erns in resources

•

If pa#ern in resources is
stable
– Use it to evaluate the
pa#ern of CH

Mul$-Dimensional Interest Space

Resource
Space

Rediscovering

Represen<ng with Cita<on
Extension
Core(q1)
Core(q2)

Core(qm)

Connotation
Cite

Core(p)

Cite

Cite(o1)
Cite(o2)

Cite(on)

Example: Genera$ng Related Work
Paper

Summarize citation
representations

Related Work
Summarize
Main text
Reference
List

Reference
Papers

Citing Papers

Summariza$on and Cita$on
• Summariza<on is generated in advanced
development stage of language when complex
structure emerges
– Cita<on is a basic approach to construc<ng a
complex text

• Generally, summariza$on is a process of
forming explicit and implicit cita$ons

General Cita$on
• An individual selec<on of relevant
representa<ons for explaining, evidencing,
and complemen<ng a representa<on
– either explicitly or implicitly
– selec<ons of individuals form social selec<on
– ranks texts and evolves the network of cita<on

Extend the Scope

Linking People and Society

Physical Dimension
• Eﬃciency
– Humans behave consciously or unconsciously with
lower consump<on of energy and <me

• Locality
– Human psychological system tends to behave in a
smaller space and with less <me

Summariza$on with Dimensions
Citations

Pattern

Classification
Linking

Pattern
Define space
Adapt space
Contribute summaries

Citations

Summary
B

A

C

Pattern
On-demand

Summarization
Information Modeling

Cognitive Modeling

D

Strategies, Rules

Zooming Out
Paradigm Shic

• Applica<on driven
– Applica<on (e.g., scale requirement of summary) ⇒
– Method (ﬁnd a method) ⇒ Evalua<on (with data)
Data driven
Data (texts)
Representing (e.g., reading, writing, and citing)
Information modeling
Method: Apply knowledge
through information modeling
to solve any problem

Cognitive modeling
Knowledge modeling

One of Jim Gray’s Dreams (1999)
• Summariza<on as expert
– As a func<on of World Memex
– Precise
– Quick

– Record everything
– QA
Studying the transformation of the research paradigm in the summarization
area with cross-disciplinary inspiration provides a case study for exploring
the methodology of data science and cyber-physical society
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